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Biography

Author: Primo Levi

Birth: Turin, July 31st 1919

Death: Turin, April 11th 1987

Job: chemist, writer

Imprisonment: February 22nd 1944 -
January 27th 1945, Auschwitz

Main literary work: “Se questo è un 
uomo” (If this is a man), Turin, De 
Silva, 1947



Timeline 



What is a “concentration camp”? 

Concentration camp
A concentration camp is 
a place in which large numbers of people, especially political prisoners 
or members of persecuted minorities, are deliberately imprisoned in a 
relatively small area with inadequate facilities, sometimes to provide 
forced labour or to await mass execution.



Main Characters

Non è possibile 
visualizzare 
l'immagine.

Primo Levi
He is the narrator of the story 

since the book is 
autobiography.

Dante Alighieri
There is an extremely strong 
connection with the XVI chapter 
of Dante’s Hell within the Divina 
Commedia.

Prisoners
Two important prisoners to Levi 
during his imprisonment period 
were Alberto and Lorenzo.

Nazists
Main cause of the Holocaust.



● In a moving scene, during a 
moment of work, Levi explains 
to a companion, a French 
deportee, Dante's Canto XXVI 
of Hell, in which the story of 
Ulysses is told.

● Levi thought that it was normal 
for him to talk about Dante after 
he had been to the real Hell.

Comparison 
with Dante



This book presents the horrors of the lager with extreme clarity and 
calmness.  The large presence of untranslated direct speeches and 
the fact that, in some places, there is no precise location of the 
events made the reading difficult but interesting.  This reading 
fascinated me because I learned the hard life of the camps and I 
learned in an emotionally engaging way historical events that 
marked the twentieth century.                                            

-
Chiara



To whom would you recommend the book?

We recommend this book to all teenages or adults who never 
want to stop knowing, to people who are curious and 
intrigued by a story that should not be forgotten.



“Per questo ho vissuto”
(For this I have lived)
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Biography

18 july 1930-now

First fascist attack when he was in the third year of elementary 
school

The voyage from Rodi to Birkenau lasted 1 months, 1 week in 
sea and 3 on land

16th of August 1944 he arrives at Birkenau where his father and 
sister get killed 

During the sorting out of the men he should have been sent to 
the gas chambers but his father managed to save him and bring 
him with him to another line 

He and other 24 kids were the only ones who survived out of 776

He was set free by the soviet union the 27th january 1945

Only in 2009 he will start talking about what he had passed





Summary

Non è possibile 
visualizzare l'immagine.

Rodi Auschwitz - Birkenau Italy



Main characters 

Non è possibile 
visualizzare 
l'immagine.

Sami Modiano
He is the protagonist of the 

book. He now tells his 
experience in many 

schools to remember what 
happened.

Piero Terracina
He is a dear friend of Sami. 

They knew each other in 
the concentration camp of 
Auschwitz  and they still 

give conferences.



“That day I lost my 
innocence. That 

morning I woke up as a 
child. At night I went to 

sleep as a Jew.”



How many stars would you give the book?


